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MaineiY Gay 
NOVEMBER/VECEMBER 7979 
1/&-l. ~ No.'o 
ONE OF OUR READERS, in August of this year, wrote to U.S. Representative Olympia Snowe, asking her to vote for the Waxman-Weiss Gay rights bill (HR 2074). On 8 October Ms. Snowe replied. The kernel of the reply is 
as follows: 
I BELIEVE THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 CLEARLY WAS 
INTEND.gD TO OUTLAW ALL PRACTICES BASED ON PREJUDICE 
IN ANY FORM. HOMOSEXUAL PERSONS, ALONG WITH EVERY 
OTHER CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, HAVE CERTAIN IN-
ALIENABLE RIGHTS WHICH I BELIEVE SHOULD NOT BE DENIED 
FOR ANY REASON. HOWEVER, I DO NOT FEEL THAT FEDERAL 
LEGISLATION IS NECESSARY TO INSURE THESE RIGHTS AT 
THIS TIME. 
COME ON, REP. SNOWE, whose eyes do you think 
you are pulling the wool over? If the 1964 
Civil Rights Act was intended to "outlaw prac -
tices based on prejudice in any form," why was 
it necessary to enumerate in that act discrim-
ination based on race, sex, religion, ethnic 
origin, etc.--but not, let it be noted, sexual 
orientation? If the laws are adequate to pro-
tect the rights of homosexual persons, why is 
it that the Supreme Court has consistently re-
fused to hear cases of discrimination against 
gay people? 
(Continued on p.4) 
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1 
The warped opinions of Mainely Gay 
are expressed only in its editor-
ials. 
Published, rrore or less, at PortJand 
Ya.ine. 
Annual sub rate 
First-class 
Each copy 
$5 
$10 
$1 
Mainely Gay shares offices with the 
Gay People's Allianoe/USM at: 
( 20?) ?80-4085 
GPA/MG 
92 Bedford Bt. 
PortZand, Mair~ 04103 
Please mail all correspondence & 
subscriptions to: 
MAINELY GAY 
PO BOX 4542 
PORTLAND, ME 04112 
Ad rates sent upon request . 
Note To Readers 
As the issue is dated NOV-DEC, 
there is obviously a lot of holi-
day territory to cover herein--
the whole gruesome gamut from 
Thanksgiving to Christmas to New 
Year's; not to mention Pearl Har-
bor Day and what's-his-face's 
birthday. 
But. inspiration for appropriate 
·holiday articles was not forth-
coming (or at least none of it 
arrived in time) and this, dear 
reader, after both editors spent 
two full days browsing the Hall-
mark greeting card section of 
their favorite stationer. They 
promise a dynamite issue around 
the time of Ground Hog's Day, how-
ever. 
"** *** 
MG publisher an-
nounces NEW sub 
policy. 
"SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED! u 
Just return un-
read portion of "MG" 
and 7.iJe 'ZZ aheerfulty 
refund the unspent 
portion of your money. " 
** ** ** 
that there's a real shortage of 
mimeo bond paper in the East? 
Yep, the stuff this rag is print-
ed on is getting harder to find 
than a resident of Queens who 
didn't personally shake hands 
with the Pope. So if we come 
out on something really tacky 
in January, you're warned ... 
** ** ** 
A serious note: several 
people who are recovering ale~.­
holies have informed us that 
they have returned to their soda 
cans in several bars in Portland 
and discovered that someone has 
added alcohol to the beverage. 
This was also a problem at a 
Symposium dance i n Bangor sever-
al years ago, and will probably 
continue until people become 
more considerate towards one 
another. 
** ** ** 
._ _____________ _ 
Here's some trivia: did you know 
·-------------· -~--~- 2 
The Maine Nuclear Ref~rendum Needs Our Help 
Here in Maine a group of 
wome~ and men are involved 
in gathering 37,500 valid 
signatures in order to put 
the nuclear power question 
on referendum for next 
year,. s ballot. 
This is a very specific 
and direct process in which 
we can appeal to Maine peo-
ple in a non-threatening 
way, since right now they're 
no t forced to take a posi-
tion for or against nuclear 
pov.'er. 
We're working to give 
Maine voters a choice be-
tween allowing nuclear power 
in our state or banning its 
use . w~ h~ve been active 
since July 4th, when we held 
the anti-nuc lear March from 
Wiscasse t (site of Maine 
Yanke e nuclear generating 
pl~nt) to Augusta. Our 
deadline for signatures is 
in ~ate February, and the 
response we've received so 
far has been good. We're 
pushing hard at this point 
to get people involved dur-
ing this last vital stretah . 
After February, when we've 
made our quota of signatures, 
we will b e turning to educa-
tional measures in order that, 
come November of 1980, · the 
voters of Maine will be in-
formed enough of the haz-
ards and economic disadvan-
tages of nuclear power to 
vote it down. 
We have a difficult time 
ahead of us. If anybody 
would like more information 
on the petition drive, or 
who to contact in your area, 
please don't hesitate to 
write or call me. 
--Sparky 
1:?8 Park Ave. 114 
Portland, ME 04101 
774-1698 
DON'T GAMBLE 
WITH THE FUTURE 
--;~c,f . ,, . 
~­,, 
" NOKES ARE A C"AP-OUT 
3 --------------~----------------~-------------·----------~ 
(Continu~d 6~om 6~o~ cov~) 
Why is it that some members 
of the Portland police can 
harrass patrons of gay bars 
with impunity? Why did Dan 
White get off with a man-
slaughter rap aft er committ-
ing two acts of cold-blooded, 
premeditated murder in the 
full light of day ? 
The rationali zation that 
"Gay people are already pro-
tected" is just that--a 
ra t ionalization by people 
who wish to do no thing, who 
don't want to deal with homo-
phobia in the nation or in 
t hemselves. 
We have a right to expect 
more than this from our leg-
islators. We who are taxed 
at the highest rate because 
the "non -discriminatory" laws 
will not allow us to marry 
the persons of our choice, 
are me rely demanding our 
money's worth. 
If our elected officials 
cannot get their thumbs out 
of their rectums and do some-
thing about the basics, like 
Liberty and J ustice for all, 
it is time to vote in i new 
lot that will. Let the 
cumbents take keed. 
--SU6M. He.n.d~Man. 
--Pet~ PJU.z~~ 
*** *** *** 
in- ~ 
t 
t 
~----------------------------------------------------4 
rec;u:: Sisters I 
American friends gave me 
yo·.1r address and told me 
you might be able to help 
me . And this is my problem: 
I ' m a Ger man Lesbian, and I 
would like to get in touch 
wi th other Lesbians. Perhaps 
i t would be possible to pub-
l ish my address in your pa-
pe r. 
Here are so1:te details 
about myself. Petra Busse, 
26 vears old, biol-tech.-as-
s istant, no religion. 
I nte r ests: photography, 
l iterature, travelling (have 
a lrea dy seen a little of 
South-EAA, Asia, Northern 
Africa and U.S~A.). 
Thanks for your help. 
In Sisterhood, 
/s/ Petra Busse 
Scli.losstr. 91 
6 Frankfurt 90 
West Germany 
s 
Mr. Peter Fkrnders 
MAINELY .GAY 
Box 4542 
Portland, Maine 04112 
Dea:r> MP. Flanders, 
Per•haps if I add:r>ess to a defin-
ite individual, someone wiU take 
time to read it. You, that is. 
Even though I was a lit tle hurt 
that you didn't even bother to 
print my ava·itahility for alcohol 
io gays, and I wrote about it 
'l.'WICE, I still. ha-Je to compliment 
you on the Sept. Oat issue. It 
shou~ be labeled '~ol Zeotor's 
item_," for the inclwion of the 
Anita Bryant letter, and the Let-
ters to the Editor that Never Got 
P1>inted make this a copy. which I 
WILL NOT put into the Local li-
brary, as I do my magazines, gen- . 
eraUy speaking (unless they taZ:.e 
that particular magaz·ine. ) Some 
of t he latter a !'e ahsoZ.uteZy lit-
erar-Y masterpieces.!!! I can't 
believe they a1'e for real ( edi-
tor$ note: they aren't); but I 
pre-stQ11e· -thr:JE' -Mt!B'f b-e. 
Following a Bryant thing in 
TIME ma(Jazine, I wrot e in to the 
{ c..ont.br.u.e.d) 
effeat that NOWHERE in the King 
James version of the Bible does 
it condemn homos·exua Zs, or even 
mention them. No, it does use . 
the word "effeminate 11 (later 
translations wrongly use the 
word 'homosexual ' and you and 
I both know that all gay men 
awn 't effeminate.) The 
Mil-waukee magazine "G.P. U. 
News" pr-inted my letter, as 
did TIME itself. And before 
I wrote this article or Zet-
t.er, I checked rrry Greek 
against or with that of one 
born in Gr•eece .. and the word 
homosexual is NOT IN ANY WAY 
a possibl-e translation of that 
Greek word, (since my type-
writer doesn;t have Greek 
aharacters, . I can't wri-t:.e it 
out for you.) Come to think 
about it, the MatZ.ovitch mat-
ter ran in T~ about the 
same time. 
Well, tennyrate, I just 
wanted to let you know that 
this issue, referred to above, 
is one I shaU read and reread 
and roreread many times. 
Dr. G. E. Perr>y 
Reedsburg, Wisconsin 
**** **** **** 
Ve.evt Mahtel.y Gay, 
Thou..ght I'd pu..:t my 2¢ woJLth 
in .oince. I had Jtec..e.nti.y .o e. en a 
c..opy o 6 you.Jt bookl.e.t 6Mm . a pelt-
.o on 1 would c.a.U. my cl.o.6 e. 6/t)_en.d. 
I al1.1 a Jte.ad an. a-U".icte he. wJto:te on 
:the. c.a.ndte. -Ugh:t vigU. in Poltll.a.nd 
(on "MotheJt '.o Vay, 19 7 8) 1:t WM 
velty mov.tng, and I c..ouldrt ':t help 
btd cJu:f wlte.l'l. he. :told about an .&1.-
ude.Y'.:t that ha.d happened a.t wo!tk 
:the. next day (Whe;t a c..o-waJr.ked Jte.-
bu..~e.d :the ma!tc..hl . 
I'm pltou.d :that Ru..ol.l e..U u my 
6/t)_e.nd and I'm not Mhame..d .to be. 
.6 een mth IUm, anywheJte.. 
I'm not a6~d .to have him alto~ 
my chU.d.Jte.n (and 1 have 4) 6oft 6<'.!i..'r• 
he.' .o go.tng .to .tn6.tu.enc.e oft .& edu.c.e. f 
.them. My hM band a.c.c.e.p.t6 h.tm bu;t 
.oay.o he'.o (R~.oeli) aw0u.Uy .ohy. We..t.t, I've. done. a .tat a6 expia,tn-
htg M .to the IteM on6 • 
A6 you.. mi..gh:t be. able -to .tell, 
I'm ve.Jty · .t..ibeJta.t .tn my .thinfU.n.g 
and a lot on people don't .th.tn~ 1 
"act my age," but 1 .t.ay, "He.y 
pe.opte--I'm me., aec.ept me. 6o~ what 
I am and 6oft .the. way 1 am. rr I 
:thbtk pe.opte 4haui..d do .the .6ame 
0 Oft ail. 0 0 :the. g a!j bMtheM and 
.6-tl.lteJL6 beca.Me :they Me jMt a.o 
hcLma.n and 6ee..t.i.ng and Wa.llm a6 .the 
n.e_x:t pelt60n. . 
r hope .that .oome.da.y eve.Jtyone c.a.n 
Uve haJnd-.tn-hand w.Uh ali. oUJt gay 
bM.theM and ~.>.t.o.te.M and be able 
:to a.C.c..ep:t :them a.o hu.man6. 
Love. and pea.c.e. :to a.U. o6 "my" 
.o.t.6:te.lt6 and bfto:the.M! 
--E. GJte.g o.tlte 
YoJr.k County 6 
E 
Dear Mainely Gays, 
0n August 22, 1979, I wrote to 
Olympia Snowe, our US Representa-
t ive f r om Maine's 2nd Dis trict, 
ask ing her if she supported the 
W:.!K!llan/ Weiss bill (HR 2074) , the 
G2y Rights Bill in the House of 
Representatives. I hoped that 
sh~ dl.d ; if not, I asked her, 
why not ? 
I am enclosing a copy of her 
res pcnse (reprinted below). It 
i s inte rest i ng to note the two 
w, r d<:: •;h ich are misspelled/typo-
g ~ cl pLical e r r ors. 
I hope you will reprint this 
1 ~ t er in the next issue of 
' '_.e. i nely ·Gay·. 11 I encourage 
t:r.ose of us Mainely Gays whom 
;y!!:'.pia is supposed to be rep-
::..·:~ sent ing to write to her and 
hopef ully ustraighten" her out. 
More gay vis ibility, 
Dick Harrison 
Van Buren, Maine 
7 
Rep. Olympia Snowe's 
reply : 
(SEE ABOVE) 
CK 
Thank you for your• l e i:ter concern-
ing the rights of homsexuals (sic). 
The Civil. Rights Amendments Act of 
1979 was introduced on Febr-ua.Py 8 
of this year a:n.d r-e f er>red to boOz 
the Judiciary CornmU tee and the 
Education mul Labo1? Commi·ttee. No 
hear-mgs have been held and none 
are scheduled at thi s time. 
As you know~ this bill i s i ntended 
to outZ(]}J) d£scrimi nat -?on ( si.a J 
based on sexuaL oPientution -in 
such impo:rrt;ant ar>eas as t he use of 
publia facili ties, employment and 
housing. The bi U vJou ld aceomp lis 
this by amending varvf 1UB sections 
of the Civil Rights !Lt oi 1964 by 
insePt ing specifi c l anguage into 
the Act relating to 11affeational 
sexual oPientcrtion. 11 
I believe that t he Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 cleaPl y was 1:ntendt~d 
to ou-t;laJ.JJ aU procUces based on 
prejudice in any form. Homosexual 
per•sons, along with every other> 
ci·tizen of the United States_, have 
ceY'tain inalienable rights 1vhich I 
believe should not be denied for 
any reason. Hozue veP_, I do not fee 
t hat federal legislation is neces-
sa:ry to i nsure these rights at this 
time. { c.on.Li..YI.U.e.d) 
-- - ~--- ··-·-·- ----------------------
I appr¥3aiate your. taking the time 
;;o infonrz me of your views. Please 
feet free to contact me whenever I 
may be of se'!'Vice. 
OJS/mw 
/s/ Olympia J. Snowe 
Member of Congress 
2nd Dis t'I'ict, Maine 
[Editor's note: in June, 1977, 
the then State Sen . Snowe cast 
her vote AGAINST L.D. 1419, 
Maine's first statute aimed at 
outlawing discrimination against 
the state's estimated 85,000 gay 
people. For the record, the 1st 
District Congressmember, David 
F. Emery, doesn't even bother to 
pat ronize his Lesbian/gay con-
stituents with such "sympathetic" 
gibberish as the above.] 
Ve.a.Jt P e.te.Jt & S lL6 an, 
I , d uk.e. Ve.J'Uj mu.c.h :to he£.p 6acA.U-
:ta.te. a galj me.n '.6 Jta.p gJtou.p hi. .6 ou.:th.·· 
eJr.n Ma.h!.e.. The. ge.ogJtaphA..c. a.ir.e.a :tha.:t 
might a.:t:tJta.c.:t people. would be. 6Jtom 
Sac.o .6 ou.:th :to K,{,t;te.Jty and wu:t to the. 
B e.JtWic.k.-6 and San n oJtd. ( Na.twr..a.llu 
pe.op.te. Li..ving hi. o:th.e.Jt a.Jte.M woui..d be. 
moJte. :than wuc.ome. :to Join the. g.ftou.p) • 
I'd .t..<..k.e. to Jto:ta.te. .te.ade.~h..<..p Jtole..& 
.among gJtou.p me.mbe.~ and poMib.ty, Jto-
:ta.:te. the. .toc.a.:t..<..on on e.ac.h me.e.:t..<..nq :to 
gJtou.p me.mb~' home..6. Po.&.6ib.te. topiC6 
6oJt ~C.U.6.6ion might inc.lu.de. 
'Camh!.g Ou.:t, ' ''Fa.mi.Ue.-6 ' 'PJta-
t)e.Miona.l Conc.e.Jtn-6, ' 'S~x,Wm ' 
' P.e.c.e.n.t Pu.bUc.aLio n.6 , ' etc.. ' . 
I:t may be. pa6.6ible. 6oJt :th-<-.6 
gJtou.p :to be.c.ome. in:te.Jte.6:te.d in 
lobbying _in Au.guo:ta and :t.lt!.fing 
:to c.ooJtdina.:te. .6oua.l ac.:tiv.LUe.6 
6oJt 9ay c.ommu.n.L:ty me.mbe.Jt.6. A 
Jt~view o 6 gay We.Jta.:tu.Jte., ga~f 
hJ.AtaJty and na,t,{.o na..t r.JoWiC6 
might evolve. thJtou.gh :th-<-.6 
gJtou.p. Mo.6:t .LmpoJt:tant would 
be :the. emo.t;ional 6u.proJt:t and 
c.onc.e.Jtn :to be. e.xpJte..6.6e.d by 
gJtowJ me.mbe.~. 
16 any Jte.ade.Jt.6 Me. in:tvr..e.6:te. 
in be.c.oming involved in .&u.c.h. a 
gJtou.p, pte.a.6e. W.ltite. :to me. 
:thJtu. "Ma.h!.ely Gau" and inciu.d 
lfOu.Jt phone. nu.mbe.Jt .60 :that I c.an 
c.a.U you.. 
Thanfu 6oJt l.fOUJt help Pe:te.Jt 
and SU.6an. 
Sinc.e.Jte£.y, 
1Uc.haJtd 
y 
------~~~--------------------------------- . 8 
CONCERT REVIEW 
HOLLY NEAR 
Holly Near's powerful songs and poetry embraced over a. 
thousand fans on September 16, in the gymnasium of the 
University of Southern Maine's Portland campus . An earthy 
performer reaching out for collectivity in the struggle for 
human rights for nearly ten years. 
She, ·along with her pianist, J. T. Thomas, and her inter-
preter fo r the deaf, Susan Freundlich, voiced concerns for 
a host 'Of oppressed groups; among them were: Lesbians and 
. gay men, 'women, Third t-Torld people, deaf, mute, and wheel-
·chair-confined people, and other physically handicapped 
groups. She spoke · of the unity among minorities concerning 
the dangers of nuclear power and pointed out the strength 
and advantages of working within homogeneous groupings--not 
limiting outreach to s.electi ve audiences--as we all strive 
for a common recognition and love·. 
During intermission, several student groups diRplayed and 
sold r ·ecords, buttons I oooks and T-shirts I co-jointly ex-
pressing a distaste for nuclear energy, as well as joyous 
affirmation of our progress towards liberation ["Mainely 
Gay " hawked copies of t ·he SEPT/OCT issue 1 with the procreds . 
donated to the anti-nuclear movement]. 
Hopefully, the songs we all joined in on, and the pain we 
kne~ 1 en ma sse, as Holly recalled years of white, upper-
middle class [heterosexual] male domination, will be ef-
fective f or future activism on campus. 
By Suzann Kale, in The University 
Free Press, 20 OCtober 1979 
9 
--------------------------
MARCH ON WASHINGTON-II 
MAINE 
PROUDLY MARCHES 
FOR 
LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS 
In late September, 1979, Dave and I were looking for a 
Maine group with information concerning the National Marc~ 
on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights set for October 14. 
Alas, there was none to be found. We made a few phone calls 
to the National Gay Task Force in New York City and before 
long we were in touch with the NYC-March Office that pro-
vided us march buttons, posters and brochures concerning the 
planned demonstration. 
In Maine, we began contact with--let's say--independent 
or non-affi liated gays (those not in Lesbian or gay organi-
zations). On September 23 at a Portland organizational meet 
ing 21 new faces, new to the gay rights cause in Maine, got 
together to discuss such tasks as transportation, housing, 
fund-raising, petitioning, a letter campaign and other con-
cerns. 
Because of poor response (no pun intended) plans fo r a 
chartered bus gave way to the rental of a van for the jour--
ney to Washington. But our process was in motion, and we 
had taken the first steps at getting money together and, not 
inc identally, getting acquainted. In the spirit of fund-
raising we _ 
--shared popcorn at late-night/early-morning-Charlie 
Chaplin movies; 
--sh ared Bob's famous (?) hot wine while picnicing with 
the rolling fog at Cape Elizabeth's Crescent Beach; 
--shared a raffled keg of bee~ in Portland; a n d 
--ate spaghetti at an "East Side" fund-raiser in Augusta. 
Letters were written, stuffed into envelops and sent to 
both Maine's elected representatives and news media to in-
form them of the local efforts for the Washington march. 
~------------------------------------------------------10 
Attention was giv.en to the recent defeat of L. D. 860 
1n the Maine legislature, a proposed bill entitled "An Act 
to Include the Term 'Sexual or Affectional Preference' in 
the Maine Human Rights Act." The federal gay rights bill, 
H.R.~ 2074, which would extend the protections of the 1965 
Civil Rights Act to gay people, was also discussed in the 
letters,and our four national representatives (Sens. Muskie, 
Cohen and Reps. Snowe and Emery) were requested to support 
the measure. USM's Gay People's Alliance held a two-day 
petition drive at the university soliciting signatures for 
a pres idential (or executive) order barring discrimination 
in the federal bureaucracy against Lesbians and gay men and 
• for wn ite House support of H.R. 2074. The petition drive 
at USM was quite successful as it was elsewhere in the 
state. Maine Lesbian Feminists, Mainely Gay and GPA dis-
tributed brochures, sold march buttons and gathered signa-
tures at the October Holly Near/Anti-nuke concert at USM. 
The above are just the statewide efforts we knew about. 
As it was, by the time we were ready to leave for t he long 
journey south, we had been in touch with people living in 
such diverse towns as Fort Kent, Bangor, Augus ta, Water -
ville, Lewiston, Auburn, Saco, Old Orchard Beach, Damaris-
cotta and Portland. 
WASHINGTON, Oct. 15: Between two Maine banners we 
marched at 60 strong, chanting "OUT OF THE WOODS ... INTO THE 
STREETS!" (Vermont people chanted "OUT OF THE MOUNTAINS ... 
IN TO THE STREETS!") About one-third of the Maine contingent 
had made the trip to D.C. together; another third got their 
on their own, and a ·final third marche d with us as one -time 
re s{dents of the state--native Mainers now living in New 
York City or Washington or wherever. (Like elephants, it 
seems, Mainiacs always go back). · 
Our. demonstration was a party in the streets! One can 
imagine when 250,000 gay people gather (That figure is a 
D.C. police estimate; the local and national media seemed 
unable to arrive at a general total. The Washington Star 
threw up its linear hands and announced, " •.. between 25,000 
and 250,000 gay people and their supporters marched ... ") 
( c..otttinue.d) 
11--------------------------------------------------------
Powerful, strong and emotional speakers touched our 
hearts at the post-march rally. 
The real significance is that WE KNOW ... WE FELT ... WE 
SAW our massive though diverse organizations come together. 
For the next issue of MG, we'll collect personal as pira-
tions and hopefully impart some of the March on Hashington 
high to our friends who couldn't go. 
--Ju.dy Hop6e/t 
full caPcle 
A new feminist monthly · newsletter/journal serving the 
women's community in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine. 
Article submissions welcomed; monthly sections include 
special events, regional notes and news, feature stories, fiction, 
poetry, and graphics. Potential subscribers and contributors 
should send one dollar for the first issue ro: FuH Circk, P.O. 
Box 235, Contoocook, New Hampshire 03229. Projected date 
offirst issue: March, 1979. 
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MARCH ON WASHINGTON-I 
"WHERE ARE WE FROM?" 
. . •• '~MAINE ! II 
"WHAT DO WE WANT? II 
• • • II GAY RIGHTS! II 
COMING OUT NATIONALLY--
FLASH IN THE PAN OR TIP OF THE ICEBERG? 
Thousands of gay men and women from across the U.S. 
and abroad were united in a nat ional march on Washington on 
October 14, 1979. Officially billed as The National March 
fo r Lesb ian and Gay Rights, the march and subsequent rally 
were symbols of the renewed commitment of gay people to 
join f orces against an oppressive society. For some, soli-
da:ci ty was the most important aspect of the march--it was 
clearly demonstrated tha·t we are strong in numbers and in 
willingness to assert our gay pride. For others, political 
issues Were the mOq~ important, and it was hoped that lob-
bying would ta~e place on Monday the 15th--procl aiming to 
our Representatives and Senators in the Capitol that we de-
mand our votes be counted--that we demand legislati6n be 
introduced and supported concerning the rights of the gay 
constituency. 
This writer was one of thousands fortunate enough to 
be present in Washington for the march. Therefore, this 
account of the weekend probably fails to encompas s most of 
what other participants perceived as having occurred. As a 
narrative account, however, it will attempt to impart a 
sense of the joyousnes s and accomplishment that were a part 
of the national march and rally which · corr~emorated the lOth 
anniversary of the Stonewall riot; and which will be seen 
as a 11 coilUI).encemen·t" ceremony for gay people as we leave the 
closet behind and commit ourselves to the moveme nt of the 
eighties. 
13------------------------------------------------------~ 
Two days before the march began it was as if Washing-
ton had not .been notified of the upcoming demonstration. 
Leaflets were scattered here and the.re on the sides of 
buildings and trash cans and there seemed to be a predomin-
ance of gay couples and groups (and openly gay couples in 
the Smithsonian!) Buttons were worn by many. Still, one'o 
sense of anticipation was more a function of the individual! 
than of the city--D.C. didn't seem to be preparing its~lf 
for a grand-scale march. Was there really going to be a 
march? Would gay sisters and brothers gather on the Mall 
tomorrow morning to demonstrate for gay rights? The bars 
were packed the night before with celebrating men and 
women, but "the--march" was still nebulous, the sunlit Mall 
hours away. 
Saturday's euphoria was replaced with a pit-of-the-
stomach churning on Sunday, a couple of hours before " march 
off." A swarm of men wearing red-hooded sweatshirts f i lled 
the sidewalk below our hotel window (we would later identi-
fy them as the gay men's chorus from L.A.) At the check-
out desk we were joined by two women . bearing a BETTER BLATANT 
THAN LATENT sign. The lobby became full of multi-buttoned 
men and women as we headed east towards the Mall. Be c oming 
concrete was the notion that our fantasies were about to 
come true, and rounding a corner: cheers! Nirvana, a h uge 
gathering of Lesbians and gays smiling broadly, a colorful 
mass of flag-bearers, sign-carriers and photographers; an 
ocean of warm, accepting people who were proud to cheer, 
"GAY RIGHTS NOW!" 
The march line-up was taking place in spite of the 
seeming chaos (someo ne certainly deserves a round of ap-
plause for t hat fe a t of organizat i on). Columns of eight 
abreas t serpentine d into the distance, dotted with lavender 
flags and splashed with many banners. Beyond the group of 
Third World women, beyond the "Dykes a n ·l Tykes," politi cal 
groups and "Parents of Gays"--beyond thousands who repre-
sented gay and Lesbia~ organizations from every state in 
the nation (yet not even close to the end of th~ line-up)--
flew two banners which proclaimed the arri val of Maine gays 
and Lesbians to Washingt'on. 
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We were a small group in comparison to some, but, 
cliche' though it is, truely we compensated by being loud 
and ·proud. Minutes after 12 noon we began to move through 
the crowd toward Pennsylvania Avenue, amid the cheers and 
applause of spectators, a link in a chain of .lOO,OOO demon-
strators. "OUT OF THE WOODS AND INTO TI:IE STREETS!" The 
march was long (well-punctuated with motorcycle and mounted 
police), but it was a peaceful demonstration of solidarity .... -
an exuberant expression of what it is to be gay. We tempor-
arily ' transcended oppression as we stood against our oppreG-
sors. We would return to "the woods" knowing that as a 
small group from Maine we· had symbolized the "tip of the 
iceberg" (as had the mere 100,000 demonstrators). We felt 
the potential power or-a-unified gay front and were struck 
by the implications of a hypothetical, all~inclusive exodus 
from the closet at the national level . At-shirt summed up 
the message: 
COME OUT, COME OUT, COME OUT, COME OUT 
The march on Washington was more than the temporary 
pro~estant cry of gays en masse. It was more than the com-
memoration of a decade of Hgay progress." The marc h united 
brothers and sisters in a national movement for gay rights. 
The march was a r{tual celebration of our renewed commitment 
to "come out" and to demand these rights. 
Back at home in Machias, East \1/il ton, · Brunswick. or 
Portland, we have committed ourselves to action both for 
ourse lves and in the behalf of our sisters and brothers. 
Every one of us is able to "come out" in one form or another. 
whether it be in person or in the form of a letter to a new 
paper, religious organization, state representative, Senator 
or Congressperson. The spirit of the march· is not a "flash 
in the pan," but rather a force that will enable all of us 
to take a few steps forward--followed by a few more steps. 
In Illinois and North Dakota, South Carolina and Arizona our 
brothers and sisters will be taking the same action under 
similar pressure to maintain the status quo. The march on 
Washington was the easy part. Back at home it will be up to 
individuals to come out of the closets--out of the woods--
and into the streets. 
--steve Fleming 
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MEANWHILE, IN ANOTHER PART OF TOWN • •• 
NEWS RELEASES 
LESSIAN ~ORKERS UNITE! 
AMHERST, MA-~The N~onal 
L~b~n Wo~k6a~~e Exchange ~ 
a wo~fUng/va.tu..nte~ c.ollec.tive.· 
We Me.. tJty..i..ng :to Meate a 
nat..i..onw..i..de netwoM c.onne..cting 
and bu..ilcUng a Le..6 b..i..an wo~k-
6o~c.e. It ~ o~ p~po~e :to 
-ae.c.~e 6u..t~e..6 f;o~ ou..Mei..ve-a, 
Me..ate.. c.uppo~ve and p~odu..c.­
Uve. wo~ e.nv~onme..n.t-6 and op-
pauurU.;U~ 6o~ L~b..i..aM, and 
ga..i..n -atJte..ng.th and wtU:y .tfvwugh-
a u..;t the na.t..W n. 
0~ p~ojec.t ~ gath~ng ..i..n-
6okmat..i..an c.on~~n..i..ng :the 
ew..ti..ng and p~o j e..c.:ted L e.-6 b..i..an 
T~aduwoym, CM0uwomyn, A~:t, 
App~e.. nt{c.e-ah..i..p p~og~~. B~..i..n~­
-6 e..6, Land ShMU, CoUe..c.:t..i..ve-6 
and ~oope.M:t..i..ve..-6. We plan to 
put togethett a pubU~ation of; 
~e.60M~e.-6 6a~ Lub..i..aM :to tap 
..i..nto 6a~ 6u..t~e ne.e..d-6 and 
want6. 
A qu~t..i..ona..i..tte ~ bebtg d..i..-6-
Vt..i..buted ..i..n aU ~e.g..i..on-6 o6 :the. 
collYLtlu.j. We Mge aU Lub..i..ci.M 
:to M-6..i..-6t ..i..n -6 ecM..i..ng :t.h..i..-6 -i..n-
6okmat..i..an. Fo~ ma~e.. ..i..nfiokma-
:t..i..on quut..i..o na..i..Jt.~, vo.tunte..~ 
a.M..i..gnme.nt-6, and dona.Uon6, 
pl e.M e WWe. : 
WORKFORCE_, BOX 44?_, AMHERST, 
MASSACHUSETTS 01002. 
FOR IMMEVIATE RELEASE: 
PORT LANV, ME-·-The C..i..:t.y o 6 PoJtil.and, 
Ve.paUme.nt o 6 H e.aLth and Soual. 
S~v-i..c.e..6, Ve.n~e.al V..i..-6e.a-6e. CUYL..i..c., 
..i..-6 ..i..-6-au..i..ng :the. 6o.e..tow-i..ng announce-
ment. Vu.e. :to the. e.n~gy Munch, 
Cdy Ha..e..t will no .tong~ be open 
THURSVAY EVENING, .6o V.V. C.t..i..n..i..c 
w,{.lt unde.~go a m..i..no~ c.ha.nge.. 
stM:t.<.ng Oc.tob~ 2, e.ve.W:ng 
c.Urt..i..c will now be TUESVAY, 4PM :to 
6PM. Vayt..i..me c.Un..i..c. will be. he..td 
on MONVAY, THURSVAY and FRIVAY, 
11:30AM to 12:30PM. 16 you. ~u.-6-
pec.:t you. have. V.V. : don't de..tay--
..i..:t won't go away u.nle..-6.6 you'~e.. 
p~ope.Jt.ty tJte.ate.d. Fo~ onty a 6e.w 
m..i..nute.-6 .o6 CJOM t..i..me., you. c.an have. 
pe.ac.e of; m..i..nd aga..i..n. 
*** *** *** 
A THOUGHT FOR THE VAY 
"ThMe ..i..-6 too much love. to go 
Mound ••. a.nd not e.nau.gh :to -6hak~ 
And .60 we. .6tMve. and 6am~h 
and 6ati down we.e.p..i..ng be.-
c.aM . :lanung alone ..i..-6 .6o 
*** 
· d..i..6 6-[c.u.U at;te~ a. while..' 
--carol Andreas 
*** *** 
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Cum.berland CountY Curmudszeon 
B~ SLL6an W. HendeJUon 
PRINCE EULENBURG'S LOVER 
or 
WHO WAS COUNT KUNO VON MOLTKE? 
When Yours Truly was doing research on Prince Philip zu 
Eulenburg for the last issue's Curmudge, she became intrigu-
ed by Eulenburg's lover, Count Kuno von Moltke, Prussian 
Gen eral and Commandant of the Berlin garrison. It appears 
that almost nothing is known about him. Straight historia~ 
who, whether consciously or unconsciously, can usually be 
counted on to reduce Gay people to the level of a minor in-
cident, have dropped enticing tidbits here and there but 
that . is all. IVhat is more surprising is that Gay histories, 
and histories by Gay sympathizers, are if anything ·less in-
formative. The bare bones are there, like a dinosaur's 
skeleton , but the human being Kuno von Moltke has to be con-
structed from them by the historian's informed imagination. 
Kuno Augustus Friedrich Karl Detlev von Moltke, to give 
him his full handle, was born on 13 December 1847 in Neu-
Strelitz in Mecklenburg, which was then part of the Kingdom 
of Prussia and is now part of East Germany. His father was 
a colonel in the Prussian Army. Kuno himself joined the 
army at some time; Eulenburg's biographer and apologist 
Johannes Haller, refers to him as being a captain in 1888. 
He ~ay have met Eulenburg in the Army, for "Phili," as he 
was :known to his friends, served (unwillingly) in the Guards 
from 1866 to 1871 (and was thus in both the Austro-Prussian 
and: Franco-Prussian Wars). It seems appropriate that they 
were born in the same year. Haller says Eulenburg described 
Moltke as the friend of his youth and, since Eulenburg grew 
up in East Prussia, it seems likely that they might have met 
while Eulenburg was in the Army. 
Kuno appears to have b~en a cousin to the three Helmut 
von Moltkes, uncle, nephew, and great-nephew to each other. 
17 . ------------------------------------~--------------------~ 
The Moltke, of course, is Helmut Karl Bernhard, t~e Prus-
sian field Marshal, who wc;m the Franco-Prussian l':ar and mad 
the Prussian General Staff the greatest military hrain-trust 
of all time. Helmut Johannes · Ludwig von Moltke, his nephew, 
was the reluctant Chief of the German General Staff when 
World War .I broke out. - His health (he had heart trouhle) 
and nerves rapidly collapsed under the strain ~nd he was re-
tired during the Battle of the Marne. His cousin and the 
Field Marshal's great-nephew was Helmut James von Moltke, 
one of the leaders of the German resistance to Hitler who 
was executed shortly before the end of World War II--surely 
a connection to be proud of. The Moltkes were old German 
aristocracy, patricians to the bone, intellectuals and lov-
ers of the arts to an extent unusual among th~ often un-
polished Prussian Junkers. Kuno shared these tendencies to 
the full--he was a talented violinist and, Haller says, of-
ten played for Kaiser Wilhelm II when he was ill. Kuno also · 
wrote the 1'Great Elector's Cavalry ~1arch' : for the Breslau 
First Regim-ent of Cuirassier Guards, which he commanded fro 
1896 to 1899. This tells us that he was a colonel by 1896 
and a cavalryman. The Cuirassier Guards wore those gorgeo~~ 
white uniforms trimmed in red and gold that one sees in por~ 
traits of the Kaiser and Bismarck--the man is starting to 
come into focus. 
In 1896, the same year he became commandant of the Bres-
lau Cuirassier Guards, Kuno made what turned out to be a 
disastrous marriage to the widow Athalie von Kruse, nick-
named "Lily." Haller . says she was hysterical and !!lade his 
life wretched, but he is partisan--her friends probably told 
a different story. Be that may, the marriage ended in di- · 
vorce three years later. Harden had .her testify against 
Kuno at the libel hearing, and apparently she was still bit-
ter despite being remarried. She stated that Eulenburg . 
begged her on his knees to give up Kuno, which is patently 
incredible. The last person to whom the discreet Eulenburg 
would have admitted the affair was hi ~ lover's estranped · 
wife. One can imagine what hell the hearing was for Kuno: 
Not surprisin~ly, the historians never mention how close 
Kuno was to the other Moltkes, but they must have known each 
oth~r. Helmut J.L and Kuno were aides-de-camp to the Kai~r 
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at the same time, and Haller mentions them both as being 
at house-.parties at Eulenburg 's es tat.e. Helmut J. L. was 
the loyal assistant of his uncle, Helmut K.B., the field 
marshal, and Eulenburg and his wife were friendly with the 
Mars~al also. Kuno's cousin Otto (who later went into exile 
with : the Kaiser) was also on the General Staff, so there are 
three links between Kuno and the Marshal. He.lmut James 
would have been a very young child when Kuno was an old man, 
and it is not known whether they saw each Other. Since Hel-
mut J.L. was a competent cellist, it is possible that the 
two cousins (incidentally, they were born one year apart) 
may have played together, perhaps in concert with the pian-
ist-singer Eulenburg, or perhaps with the old Field Marshal 
as an appreciative audience. We know that Kuno and Eulen-
burg played together. Eulenburg wrote in 1894 that, being 
~xhausted from his Court duties, he was going to his estate 
~t Liebenberg with Kuno to hunt pheasants, talk, sleep, and 
have music. One hopes for their sake, and for the sake of 
ro~ance in history, that they made beautiful music together 
in other places besides the parlor. 
Accounts of Kuno's libel suits against Maximilian Harden 
bring forth a few more tidbits. Barbara Tuchman in The 
Proud Tower describes Harden "closing in on the friendship 
of Eulenburg with Cqunt Kuno Moltke, nicknamed Tutu, 'the 
most delicate of generals;' commander of a cavalry brigade 
and City Commandant of Berlin." It seems small wonder that 
his friends shortened his impressive mon i ker to· something 
manageable .like "Tutu." The "delicate" must have referred 
to his polished manner or artistic sensitivity, unless he 
had . a fantastic metabolic rate . . He had a notorious sugar 
craving which let to his also being nicknamed "Sweetie," 
· whiCh Harden picked up on. It seems likely that he was a 
little on the heavy side, though horseback riding would have 
helped keep him in shape. 
After the scandal. Kuno completely drops out of sight. 
The Kaiser ordered him to resign his commission and clear 
· his name when Harden's articles came to his attention--that 
is why Kuno chillenged Harden to a due~ and, when Harden re-
. fused, sued him for libel. Hans von Treschkow, the head of 
t he Berlin Vice Squad, had a brief conversation with Kuno 
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duririg Eulenburg ' s inconclusive trial for perjury. He 
said Kuno told him that if only he'd had competent advice, 
he never would have made the tactical error of sueing Harde 
and bringing all this trouble on Eulenburg and himself. At 
that time, the trial had just been postponed because Eulen-
burg had collapsed with a heart attack, and one can imagine 
the agony his lover was going through and the guilt feelings 
he might have had. Treschkow further commented in his diary 
that he thought it tasteless for Kuno to put up at the 
fashionab1e Hotel Bristol when in town for the trial, where I 
people who used to know him might run into him in such em-
harassing circumstances. A Gay Liberationist~ on the other 
hand, is more inclined to applaud Kuno's courage in refusing 
to run from the homophobes. We do not know when he resigned 
his commission, but an edition of the Almanach de Gotha, the 
Burke's Peerage of continental Europe, puEl~ea-sfiortly 
after the last trial, speaks of his as a retired Lieutenant-
General, the rank he held at the time the scandal broke. He 
died in Breslau, in Silesia (now part of Czechoslovakia) in 
1923. 
There is a new biography out on Wilhelm II, The Kaiser, 
by Alan Palmer. It has, oh rarity of rarities, a group 
photo with Kuno von Holtke in it, but the photo leaves as 
indistinct an impression as the written records. The group 
is a hunting party at Liebenberg. The men are all wearing 
hunting jackets and homburgs--such drab, unglamorous garb 
for th_e Tristan and Isolde of the Second Reich! Eulenburg 
stands in the foreground, hands in pockets and an opaque 
look on his face. Is he bored, one wonders? Is he, hope-
fully not, having pains in his chest? Or has he made a ren-
dezvous with that man in the second row whose face is almost 
hidden between the hat, the head in front of him; and the 
"toothbrush moustache" that, the caption says, belongs to 
Kuno von Moltke? In the end, one is left with one's fantas-
ies. The mind's eye conjures up a ta 1 l man (all the Molt-
kes were), a little rounded but solia in the rump and thigre 
in a white tunic, tight riding breeches and shiny thigh-high 
boots, and of course the moustache, straight-backed, poised 
and elegant, one assumes good-natured. The Moltkes, in 
spite ·Of b~ing Prussian officers, were good-natured people, 
and Phili Eulenburg wouldn't have fallen in love with a 
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martinet. An artist,- dreamy perhaps, but one who refused 
to run when the homophobes closed in. Somehow I visualize 
Dustin Hoffman playing the role. And I wish I could get my 
hand? on Palmer's book again. I took notes on it in the 
Boston Public Library. Portland Public and U of S&M both 
have it, and both copies are out! It's enough to drive a 
grown woman to break her diet! Maybe that's why I'm inter-
es-ted in Kuno von Mol tke. A dyke and a fag can come to a 
l ot of understanding over a box of Bailey's chocolates. 
etero· , 
• XISDI 
be 
I ~- ed. 
t;.. ~..1biic st~rvice message from the 
~c«r Wilde Memorial Bookshop. 
ghe £ovtng mrolherhood 
An international support group 
tor iHlD on the apir itual path 
••• who care for each other 
'Pol' illtOl'll&tion send a long SASE 
\e: 
'rLB 
Box 556m 
Sussex, 1-TJ 07u61 
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AS rxJCUMENTED fROM THE MAINELY GAY FILES 
NEWS OF THE POLITICALLY INCORR~CT 
SPOKANE, WA (Los Angeles 
Times)--
DEAR ABBY: Last summer I 
found a pair of worn panty-
hose under the seat of my 
husband's pickup truck. When 
I asked him whose they were 
and what they were doing 
there, he said they were 
probably mine and he uses 
them to clean his windshield. 
I knew they weren't mine 
because I don't wear that 
kind, but I Zet it go to 
avoid a fight. 
I forgot al Z. about the 
incident unti Z. yesterday 
when I came across a pair of 
fancy panties in the glove 
compartment in his pickup. 
I knew for sure they weren't 
mine because this pair had 
'Priday" on them. 
Now I'm really sv~picious. 
Be a paZ. and print this, 
Abby. 
SUSIE IN SPOKANE 
DEAR SUSIE: If your 
husband continuss picking up . 
in his pickup he should warn 
his friends to pick up after 
themselves. Daily--Monday 
through Sunday! 
* * 
TOKYO (UPI) (San Francisco Chroni-
cle)-- For five weeks now, Japan's 
top record has been that song in 
which a ''husband and master" teUs 
his "bride-to-be" to ''keep quiet 
and fo now me. 11 Masashi Sada, a 
2?-year-oZ.d bachelor, wrote the No.1 
single in which he croons, 
"Be.6M.e. you be.c..ome. my bJU..de., he.a.Jt 
:th.M.. You will not go to be.d be.-
6o~e. I do. You w~ not get up 
a6te~ 1 do. Cook nothing but good 
me.a,U and ai..way-6 look. ne.a.t. And 
k.e.ep quiet and alway~ fio.tlow be-fUnd me.. · 
The song, titled "Your Husband 
and Master Proclaims, 11 also notes 
that "I probably won't cheat on 
you, but I won't tolerate $tupid 
jealousy." 
Although the status ofwomen in 
Japan has (allegedly) improved 
since World War II, they account 
for only 5 percent of mo;nagerial 
jobs. The average wage of a woman 
is only 58 percent of a man's wage. 
* * * 
HELP! 
LETTER 
Mainely Gay 
PO Box 4542 
Portland, Me. 04112 
Help! We are three women and a man 
new to Maine from Chicago, now liv-
ing in the Kennebunkport area. We 
would like to meet people living in 
the Kennebunkport area, but are not 
sure how to go about it. 
We are hoping that you would put a 
few lines about us in your magazine 
so that, hopefully, we will not con-
tinue to be so isolated. Our ~ol­
lective interests include sailing, 
writing, women's health, gardening, 
etc. 
We make occasional forays [that's 
the right word--editor] into Portland 
and Boston. If you can help us by 
putting something in your nACCESS'; 
se·ction about us, or if you can ad-
vise us .as to any activities in our 
area, we would appreciate it very . 
muc.h. 
Congratulations on your fine magazine. 
We appreciate your efforts on behalf 
of us all. Thank you in advance for 
any assistance you can give. Letters 
may be sent to: 
RUBEY, RD#2, Box 995D 
KennebunkpoPt, ME 04046 
GUEST EDITORIAL BY AYATOLLAH KHOMEINI 
"FIRST OF ALL, I SPEAK AS THE 
u.ndMputed .6p..[JU;tuai. leadeJt o6 35 ritil.l.)_on. I.6la.mi.c. people o6 Itum. 
I pVUionaUy 6.-[nd . tha.:t Jtu.n.nmg a dupaUc. cUc.ta.:toMhlp ..[n IJtaYl. ..[.6 
a !teal ego boo.6t--youJt own. An...[ta B!tyant mUJt be jeai.o~ M hell--
but, you .6ee, we jUJti6tf U all on. Jtrug..[oM gJtound.6. So!tt o6 
Uk.e how the Spa.nMh Inqu..[.6Won WM jUJU6.-[ed. But -iMtea.d a6 
.6a.beM we've gat .6ame Jteally neat a-i!tcna.6t that the Sha.h p-ic.k.ed 
up 6Jtom the Pentagon. · 
AlM, uv..[l Jt-ighU 6oft homo.oexual.6 a.n.d Lub-ia.Yl..6 Me not a. pJt-ioJt-
.U:..y ..[.6.6ue -in IJta.n, and 1 thln.k. we jUJt executed the lMt known, 
pJta.c.t-iwg homa.6 exuai. in Gu.oad the othe!t da.y. 
So theJte you have it. PleMe tell you.Jt JteadeJUi I w..[.6h th 
NEW RAP GROUP IN LEWISTON: 
The Pine Tree Coalition for Human 
Rights has formed in Lewiston. 
They sponsor weekly raps ("At our 
last meeting, various aspects of 
the religious cultures in relation 
to homophils were discussed exten-
sively with the help of our guest 
speaker"). 
They are holding Sunu~J afternoon 
meetings at 75 School .S treet, Au-
burn. JPN; 
"This new organization needs your 
input so that we may grow together 
in understanding and unison. Please 
take part, we want to listen to you ••. 
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STILL COMPILING ••• 
GAY/LESBIAN AREA ORGANIZATIONS 
MAINE 
Maine Lesbian Feminists/ 
MT.:F Newsletter 
PO Box 125 
Belfast , ME 04915 
Mi dcoas t Gay Men 
PO Box 57 
Belfast , ME 04915 
!New g~oup; ~ee Aeeeo~ 
~ection no~ det~) 
Wilde-Stein Club 
~£morial Union 
University of Maine 
Orono, ME 04473 
{581-2571_no~ ~no 
and meeting timeo} 
Gay People's Alliance 
Univ. of Southern Maine 
92 Bedford St . 
Por tland , ME 04103 
1780-40 85 no~ inno 
(1Jtd rnee:tU!.g Ume.o J 
¥.ainely Gay 
:£0 Box 4542 
Portland, ME 04112 · 
G.S.G. 
(Growing Sober & Gay) 
PO Box 893 
Waterville, ME 04901 
Parents of Gay People 
Evelyn and Floyd Bull 
c/o PO Box 4542 
Portland, ME 04112 
Maine Gay Task Force 
(Same ad~~ a6 above; 
.OWtvey, hope6ull.y, to ap-
pe~ -i.n next M~u.e) 
~minutes past u 
quarter-past I2 
10 minutes to i 
New Hampshire 
quarter to 1 
Central New Hampshire Men's Support 
Group 
31 Union St. 
Concord, N.H. 03301 
(603-224-7027 &o~ detaJ~) 
Dartmouth Gay Students' Association 
Hinman Box 5057 
Hanover, N.H. 03755 
Nashua Area Gays 
PO Box 3472 
Nashua, N.H. 03061 (Vave at 603-883-4337) 
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Lesbian Feminist- Collective 
PO Box 47 
Penacook, N.H. 03061 
N.H. Lambda 
PO Box 1043, Concord 03301; 
Concord 224-3785; East 
Rochester 332-4440; Keene 
399-4927; Nashua 889-1416 
s minutes past ra 10 minut<s past u 
0 
-VERMONT 25 minutes to 1 20 minutes to E 
Gay Hotline, University of 
Vermont 802-656-4173 
Gay Student Union, University 
of Vermont 
Burlington, VT 05401 
(Same. phone. a& above.; M-F, 
7-9PM} 
Integrity 
PO Box 11 
Winooski, VT 05404 
Southern Vermont Lesbians/ 
Gay Men's Coalition 
21 Eliot St. 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
(802-254-8176 6o~ ~nol 
Washingt on County Gays 
PO Box 1264 
MOntpelier, VT 05602 
The Open Closet 
PO Box 59 
Putney, VT 05346 
( Mticlu, poe.m6, ~.>to!Uu, 
lette.tr)., ot) -i.nt.Vtut to the. 
.6otdhe.M Vvr.mont ga.y commun.Uy) 
IZ o'clock 
ATLANTIC CANADA half-past I2 
Gay Friends of Fredericton 
PO Box 442 
Fredericton, N.B. 
E3B 5A4 
(506-472-5576 6o~ in6ol 
Gay Alliance for Equality 
(GAE) 
PO Box 3611 
Halifax, So. Stn. 
Nova Scotia 
B3J 3K6 
(At 1588 B~ngton St., Ha!in~x 
902-429-6969, Th, F!U, Sat. 
6~om 7-1 OPM. Pu.bwhu The. 
Voice.} 
Canadian Homophile Association 
of Newfoundland 
PO Box 613, Stn. C 
St. John's 
Newfoundland 
AlC 5K8 
(We. I~ .6W1 ~qu.rv.,fug addi-
tion~.> o~ dele.ti.on6 to u.pdMe.) • 
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IN THE MAINE LEGISLATURE· 
MCLU Rates Lawmakers 
The Maine Civil Liberties 
Union has identified 10 
members of the Maine House 
of Representatives and three 
senators who have voted with 
the group on eight civil 
liberties issues during the 
past legislative session. 
The organization said 27 
House members and 5 senators 
1
'voted negatively or were 
absent on each of the eight 
votes considered most impor-
tant by the MCLU." Four of 
the issues on which the 
group kept tabs involved 
abortion .. The other votes 
considered the death pen~lty; 
the inclus ion of homosexuals 
and Lesbians among groups 
covered by the Maine Human 
Rights Commission statute; a 
pilot program at Kennebec 
Ccunty Jail; elimination of 
dis£rimination against women 
employees because of pregnan-
cy; and explusion from school 
without adequate due-process 
safeguards. 
The House members who 
scored "100 percent" with 
the MCLU were: Reps. Anne J. 
Bachrach, D-Brunswick; Harlan 
aker, D-Portland; Joseph C. 
Brannigan, D-Portland; 
Laurence E. Connolly, Jr., 
D-Portland; Richard S. 
Davies, D-Orono; Donald M. 
Hall, D-Dover-Foxcroft; 
Sherry F. Huber, R-Falmouth; 
Syivia V. Lund, R-Augusta; 
Nancy N. Masterton, R-Cape 
Elizabeth~ and ~1erle Nels·on, 
D-Portland. 
The senators identified as 
supporting the Union on all 
eight votes were Sens. David 
G . Huber, R-Falmouth; ~~ry 
Najarian, D-Portland; and 
Barbara M. Trafton, D-Auburn. 
The five senators voting 
against the group or absent 
during the eight votes were: 
Albert E. Cote, D-Lewiston; 
Walter W. Hitchens, R-Eliot; 
James A. McBreairty, R-Cari-
bou; Andrew J. Redmond, R-
Madison; and Harold L. Silve 
man, Ind.-Cqlais. 
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The State Street ·straw 
Ever since the presidential campaign of 1976 began 
in earnest back in late '74 (even earlier, by some ac-
counts), we've heard--and will continue to hear--from all 
ranges of the U.S. political spectrum (or more precisely, 
fromslightly right-of-middle to slightly left-of-middle) 
on the "need for jobs" and related themes on the employmen 
issue. More - from the Democrats, who generally have quite 
a few safe votes among the un/ or under/employed, and less 
from the Republicans, who generally (although not too pub-
lically) "write off" the ·particular classes of people who 
are most likely to be unemployed in the first place. Thus 
politicans like Ronald ReFgan and Howard Baker are quite 
concerned-with "inflation" (even though they're both mil-
lionaires) while Carter floats down the Mississippi Nith 
a pledge of "jobs" for every willing citizen. 
Which is all fine and good, but nobody's seemed to 
mention that a decent rate of unemployment bestows a multi 
tude of benefits upon the governmental and financial estab 
lishment, or what Flo Kennedy calls the "jockocracy." fo r 
instance, if all of us--gay people (more so the gay people 
who are 'out'), blacks, Chicanas, Hispanics, teen-agers 
and women--were paid a decent living wage, who would be 
available to work the nominally-paying shit jobs in gas 
stations, fish factories, kitchens, laundromats and other 
very low-paid positions? If everyone has a decent living 
wage, where· would the "volunteers" for the army·get the ir 
incentive to join, thus sparing the inconvenience of a 
forced draft from the upper classes? 
With a decent rate of unemploy· nt, the unlbns--
Rever a real power in this country--find it expedient to 
lower their wage demands and are able to speed ~p their 
contract settlements, all with an eye to saving the~~ 
members' jobs. (Chrysler Corporation, seeking a tax-payer 
bail-out, mentions the jobs at stake, not the Chairman's 
salary, about $300,000+ per year, with fringe benefits). 
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With a decent rate of unemployment, large corporations 
· can come into relatively poor communities in a state like 
Maine with friendly "bribes" and get tremendous tax and 
. oth~r valuable concessions (that the rest of us, working 
·and ~not, will have to make up) from local and state govern-
. ments, to keep present facilities or invest in new ones. 
, (Wi tnes s the special breaks accorded the jet engine manu-
·facturer recently ensconced in No. Berwick). 
·vith a decent rate of unemployment, the large oil, 
steel, chemical and paper industries can argue--sometimes 
s ucce s sfully--on the "need" to slow environmental controls. 
By contrast, full employment on a sustained basis~ as 
a f airly r eliable method for equitable income distribution 
_in t hi s · c ountry, would be quite an embarassment for the 
U. S . Estab lishment. A few years of full employment would 
nar r ow the earnings gap--some would call it a mountain pass 
--b e tween the gays, blacks, Chicanas, Hispanics, te e n-agers 
and t-lOmen and the white, heterosexual males that are cur-
rent l y r unning the show, and for guess who' - benefit . As 
an e c onomi cs professor at City University 01 New York re-
ce n tly wrote, "For the men of property the charm of the 
19 70s lies _ in the way economic adversity has cooled the 
camrn1se s and shoved American politics, already the most con--
s ervative in the developed world, still further righ t ; one 
oniy has to look at last year's oil company profits, in the 
mid.dle o f a messed-up economy, to see where real priorities 
lie • 11 
It' s not too respectable (yet) for the ruling inter-
e sts t o expound eloquently in public on the blessings of 
uneinpJ.oyrrtent (already we're told that it slows inflation, 
i nde ed !) But they're smart enough to realize that there 
are far worse things than the scarcity of decent jobs for 
all- c itizens, and one of them is the ready availability of 
de cently-paying jobs for all Americans. 
(Reprinted from the State Street Straw of March, 
1977, with several updates) 
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FINANCIAL NEWS-~MAINE EDITION 
BUT WE ALWAYS 1HOUG1T BANKS 
WERE A DRAG, ANr.1'VAY ••• 
MADAWASKA(AP)-~A 30-year-old student 
who allegedly held up a bank while 
dressed in women's clothing was ar-
raigned in District Court recently 
on a robbery charge. Gerald Cyr of 
St. Leonard, New Brunswick, entered 
no plea and was ordered by Judge 
Arthur J. Nadeau, Jr. to undergo a 
psychiatric examination prior to the 
hearing date. 
Cyr was arrested by state and local 
police, just mome-· ts after the hold-
up of the Madawaska branch of the 
Northet~ National Bank. A customer 
who was taken hostage during the rob-
bery was freed unharmed. 
Cyr, a student in Moncton, N.B., 
had a black leather bag containing 
$10,000 in $10 and $20 bills ~Jhen he 
was arrested. 
The robber entered the bank on a 
Saturday afternoon and handed a teller 
a note which said, "You either give 
me $10,000 or my nitroglycerine will 
blow us all to pieces. I have nothing 
to lose. I either die of hunger 
slowly and painfully, or quickly of 
the explosion." Police said they were 
alerted to the robbery by a bank teller 
who was able to leave her window and 
get to a telephone. 
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A SHORT STORY ADAPTED Copyright 1979 . 
FROM AN ACTUAL CONVERSATION by Kenneth Lincoln 
GRAYS 
BIJ Ke.nn.dh U.n.c.obt 
He looked out over the balcony's railing, watching the 
s lc r , drifting movements of the fog which lay upon _the dark 
city . 
In the chair next to his, Bill stirred and uncrossed 
h i s long legs. 11 I have to be getting up early tomorrow, so 
I t hink I 'd better turn in now, " he said. He stood up and 
s tretched. 
"I' m not sure if I'll be here when you get back from 
the r es taurant ," Gary said. He was a grayish white form in 
t he da rkness. "I haven't decided if I'll be stopping in at 
home or no t on the way to group, so I'm not certain when 
I'll be_ leaving here." 
nokay," Bill said. "Good night. II 
"Good night, Bill," Ben said, turning his head away 
f r om the fog-covered city to look at Bill. "If you want 
to, give me a call _.sometime and maybe we could get together ! 
"Okay. Good," Ben said. "Night." 
"Nigh t , love." 
"Good n i ght, Bill." 
Bi l l left the porch, going up the short hallway that 
l ead into the apartment. Faint light momentarily brighten-
e d :the hallway's walls, then di sappeared . Ben heard the 
sound of the door closing. He took a sip .from his wine 
glass. 
Gary said, "Is Bill going with---" 
His words were lost in the approaching sound of a car 
engine and of tires on wet pavement, carrying louder and 
.farther in the moisture-laden air. The car appeared from 
the fog, a Cirrunerian wrai t h, and Ben saw that only one of 
its headlights was working , casting a glistening reflection 
on the dark surface beneath it. The car passed. Slowly, 
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its sound merged into the silence of the fog and night. 
Gary said, "Is Bill going with you to that movie to-
morrow night?" 
"No, he isn't," Ben said. "He saw it ·a few weeks ago 
on television." He paused. "Oh well, I'll go alone." 
He took another sip from his glass and said, "Last Fri-
day Andy and I went to see 'Manhattan,' the new Woody Allen 
movie, and afterwards we went to the bars. Anyway, it was 
the first time we've had .a chance to talk with each other 
in person rather than by phone in three, maybe four weeks, 
and it was probably as long since either of us had been to 
one of the bars. We started drinking while we talked and 
the two of us ended up drunk. And I was sitting there, 
talking with Andy, and I realized something--something that 
had been half-formed in my thoughts for over a month now, 
or maybe it wasn't that it was half-formed but that I 
didn't want to admit to myself, to feel it--and, well, I 
realized I missed Robert." 
He stopped. One of his fingertips moved gently 
the rim of his wine glass. "He was a friend." Ben 
again. He glanced at the dark hallway, then turned 
at the fog-hidden city. He thought how it reminded 
a dimly lit cave with shadows playing on the walls. 
said, "I think I'm never going to see him again." 
"You can't be sure," Gary said. 
around 
stopped 
to look 
him of 
He 
"No, 11 Ben said. "No, I can't. But now--now I feel 
that even though I miss him, I don't want to see him again. 
Not if things are going to be the same way they were. Not 
with him." He paused, then said, "Not with anyone." 
Ben looked at the glass in his hand. He shook his head 
slowly. nr am disappointed in you, Gary." 
"Why?" 
"You have blasphemed the sp~rit of Sidney Greenstreet. 
There you sit, moderately plump, in your wicker chair, 
dressed in white jacket, shirt and pants, your reed fan at 
your side, and, ·fine host that you are, you offered and 
served to me a humbly-p~iced, domestic white wine which you 
have foully violated by--do I dare even to speak this sacri 
lege aloud?--by serving it in unchilled wine glasses. For 
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such bad karma you risk incarnation as Peter Lorre in the 
next turn of the wheel of becomingl 11 
"Fuck you, love," Gary said in his Paul Lynn imita-
tion,. 
"I apologize, Sidney--I mean Gary," said Bill. 
"Sigh, .. Gary muttered, having been hung from his own 
chandelier. 
"W'nere's Ed tonight?" Ben asked. "I haven't seen your 
other roommate for quite a while." 
"He's in Augusta for a meeting," Gary answered. "That 
was a fine attempt, love, but I'm afraid I'm not willing to 
let it pass." 
"Whatever do you mean?" Ben said, cupping his wine 
glass with both hands. He looked at Gary. 
11 You changed the subject. Twice." 
"Did I?" 
"Your defenses are improving, love, but they're still 
pl a i n as hell. You started talking about your relation-
shi p wit h Robert and of your desire to avoid such a re-
lationship again 'with anyone'--I believe those were your 
words--which you said in such a manner that I wonde r if 
perhaps you now know someone vli th who you are worried such 
a relationship might develop." 
"Who with? .. Bep sal, d. "Bill and you are t he only peo-
r: .~e who I 1 ve got ten to know at all in the past two months. 
~ndy is the only other man with whom I have any close re-
lat.ionship, and I 1 ve know him for nearly a yea r now and 
our relationship is a friendship, a good friendship I feel, 
but nothing more. The only other people I know are women, 
and many of them are Lesbians. Besides, you miss an impor-
tan't; fact. Right now, everyone I know frightens me . " 
" I had no idea. 11 
"I thought it would be obvious." 
"Sometimes, love, I can be rather dense. You might 
have to hit me over the head to get me to notice something." 
"I prefer paper," Ben said. 
"May I inquire as to why people frighten you?" Gary 
asked him. 
"Yes." 
"iYes' what?" Gary said, puzzled. 
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"You asked 'May I inquire why you are afraid of peo-
ple?' I answered 'Yes,' meaning yes, you could inquire 
why I was afraid of people. You see, you didn't ask me why 
I was afraid of people, but rather, you asked me if you 
could ask me why I was afraid of people. Now, if you had 
wanted to· ask me . why I was afraid of people, instead of in-
quiring if you could ask, you should have asked 'Why are 
you afraid of people?' instead of asking 'May- I ask why you 
are afraid of people?' which is what you asked. You under-
stand the difference now?" · 
"Sigh," Gary said. 
find some other defense 
you. However, I do not 
afraid of people?" 
"Love, it might be wise of you to 
mechanism before someone strangles 
give up that easily. Why are you 
Ben smiled weakly and slightly shook his head. "I 
can't--won't tell you." 
"Do you know?" 
"Oh, I know." 
''Then why?" Gary asked. 
"Because I'm afraid of you," Ben said. "Of Bill, 
"And you won't say why?" 
too.' 
"Catch-22. To tell you why I was afraid, I would have 
to trust you, but I am afraid of you which is why I don ' t 
trust you which, in turn, is why I don't tell you . I f I 
could tell you why, I wouldn't have anything to tell you. 
I am trapped and can only wait until the ship arrives." He 
stopped and thought a moment, then said, "I will say wi th 
Bill and you my fear is for opposite reasons." 
Gary sat silently looking at Ben for a few seconds . 
"I have the feeling," he said, "that I could pry it out of 
you if I wanted, but I'll respect your wishes. Perhaps in 
a few months you' 11 feel differently." 
•Lrhat 's what I thought." 
From the inside of the apartment a clock chime d once. 
Ben lifted his wine glass in toast. "To gay symposiums!" 
He dr ank the remaining wine and grima~ed somewhat . He saw 
that Gary had noticed his expression and explaine d, "It has 
only been a little while since I've s tar ted to get use to 
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how bitter wine can .be." Neither of them said anything 
for a time. 
"It's late," Ben said. "I have to go." 
"I'm glad you called," Gary scidd. 
"It was nice to talk to you. And with Bill , " Ben 
said. "Please tell him that." 
"I will." 
Ben placed his empty wine glass on one of the small 
chests ,that were used for tables and stood up. · Gary also 
stood. Ben turned to face the gray-shrouded view. His 
hands held the railing. "What do you know about the hu-
man eye?" he asked Gary. 
"The eye?" Gary's voice said. 
"The human eye contains cells called photoreceptors 
which transform light into electrochemical reactions so 
we can see, Ben said, his hand running gently over the 
railing. "There are two kinds, cones and rods, because 
there are two kinds of seeing worlds, day and night. The 
cones are for the day. They let us see things in. detail 
and in color. But when you take away the light, when it's 
night, the cones can't work, and it's then that we see 
with the rods. we · don't see in much detail and we don't 
see colors, only in black and white. That's why in dark-
ness, - colors disji_ppear for us, and everything we see ap-
pe.:. .. cs to be in different shades of gray. " 
original vegetarians 
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NEWS FROM THE PHOENIX 
TilE PHOENIX 
83 Oak St.--Portland 
773-5695 
•':~h'cNew HOURS! 
**~'rNew IDEAS 
1'**New Entertainment! 
THE PHOENIX announQ~ neW 
"Happy HauJt" .t..Un~: We.d-
n~day- -aU. nA_ght.! ANV 
NOW including FRIVAY, 
--aU. night! 
THE SUBWAY., downstairs at the 
Phoenix., is open from 5PM to 2AM 
(winter hours) with breakfast 
featured W?.til closing. The 
Subway's Happy Hour is 5-8 
daiZy, with piano accompaniment 
O:"! Thursday and Sunday. 
THE PHOENIX & SUBWAY ARE CLDSED 
ON MONDAYS (except holidays) 
Call David or Bobbie (773-5695) 
for info on renting "THE RAFTERS" 
for private functions/parties/ 
get-togethers, etc. 
**** **** LOOK FOR WINTER VARIETY SHOWS 
--BOSTON'S ALL-MALE BANV 
"LUNA" TO APPEAR IN JAN.! 
BOOK EARLY RESERVATIONS FOR THE 
PHOENIX SPECIAL GAYIA NEW YEAR' S 
EVE FESTIP-nriES--SPACE WILL BE 
UMI1ED! 
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THANK YOU ONE AND ALL I 
MAINE PEOPLE SUPPORT "TELEGRAM" AD 
In the Oct. 14th edition of the "Maine Sunday Telegram" 
an advertisement was placed that addressed that day's 
March on Washington for Lesbian and gay rights. The half-
page · ad had a banner headline, "WHY ARE HUNDREDS OF MAINE 
GAY PEOPLE MARCHING IN WASHINGTON TODAY?" and had text 
which outlined the March~s goals and demands. 
The Maine March Committee, which coordinated the place -
. ment of the notice, raised the needed $745 with predominate 
ly $5 con t ri butions. The following Maine people suppotted 
the advertisement: 
Daniel Ger>i Diane Ca:role 
Joan Susan Paul Tom 
DoY'eas Diana Jerry Joe 
SaUy Eric Jim Denise 
Geoffx•ey Gerald Jessie Ka:r>en 
Richard Nancy Sally Ned 
Harlan Susan Joan Elizabet h 
Jane Katherine Mark Stan 
Edlvard Lois Mike Steve 
Peter Mark Peter Karyn 
Susan Franklin Debbie Jim 
Jed RusseU Wendy BiU 
Peter Roland Richard Julia 
Rivhard Ray Steve Everett 
Richard Marjorie Nancy Bob 
Stephen Daniel Tim Susan 
James Frank. 
Granville (not be be confused with John Frank) Joyce 
Laura Donna 
Joseph Richard Kevin Sheila 
Prudenoo Robert AZ. Arthur 
Gail Thomas Ron Pat 
Vendean Erna Ted Kim 
Rebeaaci Nancy DaZ.e GiZ 
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HowaPd PauZ 
.... om Kit 
Randy Mary 
Wayne Roy 
Dave Judy 
Dennis 
XavieP 
Debbie 
DoUy 
GoP die 
AZso, MaPjorie passed the hat 
at the spoFtsman's Club in 
Lewiston--with many anonymous 
people contributing. And 
otheP individuals took it up 
themselves to pass the hat 
among friends. 
The. Gay People.' .6 AtUa.nc.e. a.nd ML F alA o c.orWU.bute.d .to .the. e.6 no!&t • 
... Looking f oP typos i s an 
on-going concePn that takes 
uo muoh of the staff's 
valuable time . . . 
THE BALLAD$ OF DAN WH.ITE. 
TWINKlE INSANITY 
The November, 1979 issue of 
Mother' Jones reports that two 
songs about the Dan White murder 
case are making the rounds 
t hroughout the San Francisco 
area. Entitled "The Ballad of 
I:an White (A Murder Ballad-1979)" 
and "Twinkie Insanity," they 
are apparently not exactly Top 
40 radio fare, says MJ. 
Songwriter Lenny Anderson, 
accompanying himself on acoustic 
guitar, satirizes White's 
California-style defense in 
the "Ballad": 
He. we.nt to .oe.e. the. mayoJt td 
demonotlutte. hAA Jtage. 
He. wo.-6 on.ltj go-<.ng to "act a 
,,+ II :+ ' o ~; .v~.- WM J IL6t a.n e.mo-
--Uo n.a.l .ota.g e. 
On the flip side, Art Peter-
son' s "Twinkie Insanity" ad-
dresses what has become known as 
White's "junk food" or 11Twinkie" 
defense. The tale of high living, 
heavy drinking, dope dealing, un-
employment; robbery and prison 
ends: 
Oh I w.Wh I ha.d YU.-6 lawtje.M 
When I Wa.-6 up noJt t.Jt,[al 
41 
I'd a. .otood !Ught up .6qu.Me-
-6houldeJted 
An' to.td 'em wah a. .6mil.e 
Tw.-i..nfUe. bt6a.ndtj hM got a. 
ho.td on me 
White, of course, was found 
guilty of manslaughter in th-e 
shootings of San Francisco 
mayor George Moscone and gay 
Supervisor Harvey Milk. During 
the trial~ several witnesses for 
the defense testified that prior 
to the killings ~~ite had suf-
fered periods of depression, 
during which he would drink 
Coca-Cola and eat Twinkies and 
candy bars. The testimony about 
his sugar blues was co~sidered 
key to his being cleared of mur-
der charges. 
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ONE WAY PUIII 
10UNIONST. 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04111 
TEL 207-772-9401 
MONDAY NIGHT--Dea.24--CHRISTMAS PARTY--ONE WAY 
TUESDAY NIGHT--Dea.25--CHRISTMAS DAY PARTY--ONE WAY 
MONDAY NIGHT--Dea.Jl--NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY--ONE WAY 
TUESDAY--Jan.l, 1980--NEW YEAR'S DAY PARTY--ONE WAY 
Ti ei(E Ts 
#5'.00 
• Tl t.K~T5 
f5.oo 
r1tt. 
PElt'•-' 
~----
Du:t>ing the hoZidaysJ we wiZZ be offering Hot Swedish G~8gg 
and Garnes a?Jd Reading· materiaZ and mu.ah more. Come on down 
and say "HeZ.~o!" 
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OUR VERY OWN TV COMJ.!ERCIAL 
MAINELY GAY PURCHASES TV AIRTI~ffi 
Beginning in January, 1980, many Maine and New Hampshire 
TV viewers will get their first glimpse of "Mainely Gay's" 
amb i tious "media plan" for the new decade. This magazine 
has already retained, indeed, the same famed California ad-
vert i s ing agency that devised and filmed those remarkable 
TV commercials blasting the state's returnable beverage con-
tainer law. 
Al though there were obvious ideological differences for 
o ur s t a ffers and the L.A. ad people to overcome, the final 
product will definitely set a new standard for industry emu-
l -ation f o r decades to come. As a special trea t for rrMG" 
subscr ibers, we've decided to reveal the nshooting s c ript" 
herein . Remember, you saw it first in nMainely Gay!" 
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THE SCRIPT 
This is the shooting script for ''Dykes In 
The Bush" that wa$ approved at the Client 
l>feeting: 
CLIENT: MAINELY GAY, INC. 
PRODUCT: "MAINELY GAY" MAGAZINE 
TITLE: DYKES IN THE BUSH 
FACILITIES: TV 
DATE: NOVEMBER 30, 1979 
LENGTH: 60 
VIDEO 
1. Open on glen in North \~oods. Medium-sized 
pines, some low brush. Young doe enters from 
left, pauses . We hear faint sound of buzzing, 
like a chain saw. Deer freezes, then bolts 
into background. . 
2. Cut to close-up of forest floor. Near base 
of large fir is white rabbit. Sound of 
buzzing is louder; rabbit twitches ears; 
begins rapid emission of bunny turds from 
rear. Rabbit scampers quickly into back-
ground as bunny pellets continue. Sound 
of buzz is growing stronger. 
3. Cut to close-up of two woodcutters at 
base of large pine. Both are women, 
dressed in plaids, corduroy pants and 
leather boots. One is in early sixties, 
age of other is around 20. Both give ap-
pearance of being dykes. 
4. Cut to extreme close-up of older woman, 
wielding chain saw through base of tree. 
Companion yells "TIMBER" as huge tree be-
gins to tilt. In seconds, tree crashes to 
ground, as women jump back. 
5. Cut to medium shot of two women. Older: 
"Tess, I tell ya we'll never fuckin' see 
one the size of that!--Thought we got 'em 
all back in '48!" Younger woman: "Christ, 
I wasn't even born then!" Older: "Yeah, 
but 'ya know?--Sure is sad to see the old 
fucker gone ... all the years it silently 
stood there ... " Tess: "Yeah, but 'ya 
know, just think of all the paper that this 
fucker alone will supply the fast-gPowing, 
non-corporate, small_, aUernative press 
operations in this neck of the woods!" 
Older woman nods agreement. 
6. Cut to vertical view of sky, showing 
obvious hole in forest mantle left by felled 
tree. Light snow falls a~ VOICE OVER be-
gins: "Tess is right. Trees such as the 
one in this dramatization go a long way to 
supplying fast-growing, progressive pub-
lications like our very own "Mainely Gay.n 
Yes, we at International Paper a~ Jay, Maine, 
(c.ont.<..nue.d) 
'---------------------------------------------------44 
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are acutely aware of our corporate respon-
sibility to reliably supply vital paper 
needs to fine Maine alternative publica-
tions like "MG." You might say [sound of 
tree erasing to forest floor], 'At Inter-
national Paper, the tree must go down be-
fore the mimeo cranks up!' And quite 
frankly, we'd like to keep it that way!" 
7. Cut to fade out. Lavender background 
appears with printed words MAINELY GAY--
WE WERE YOUR CHILDREN . Mortise. Super 
and logo/slogan ("PRINTED ON 100% ALMOST 
RECYCLED PAPER") . 
* * * * 
EUPHEMISMS FOR A STRONGER AMERICA! 
MONDAY, DEC. 31 1 1979 
Although millions of Americans · 
will take alcohol tonight, no-
body will get drunk. 
Some people will get a little 
high, and others tipsy. Some · 
will become giggly, some tight 
and some loaded, but nobody 
will be drunk. 
Some will be inebriated, to be 
sure. 
Some will be intoxicated. 
Some will be a little woozy, 
but nobody will be drunk. 
There will be many people 
who will be feeling no pain and 
many more who will be three 
shee·ts to the wind. 
You may find a few who are 
lit and any number who are high 
as a kite. Some may be stinko. 
Some may be blind. Some will 
undoubtedly be sauced, which is 
not the same thing as being 
soused. But sauced, soused, 
stinko, blind, lit, high as a 
kite, sozzled, smashed, woozy, 
intoxicated, inebriated, loaded, 
tight, giggly, tipsy, a little 
high or feeling no pain, no-
body .will be drunk. 
Oh, some will be under the 
influence, all right, and some 
will be under the weather, and 
some will be under the table. 
GassedJ Yes, some will be 
really gassed and others will be 
a little stoned. Any number of 
p·eople will be soaked to the 
gills, but nobody will be drunk. 
There will be people who are 
fried and people who are stewed, 
people who are pie-eyed and peo-
ple who are brewed. 
A large part '.of the population 
will simply be sloshed, although 
younger people will almost cer-
tainly perfer to be blitzed, 
lunched, bent or twisted, for 
young Americans, like their 
elders, will put up with any dis-
comfort to avoid being drunk. 
The young, believe it .or not, 
may be in the bag or off the wal 
These sound like ridiculous posi-
tions to fall into merely to 
avert the unmentionable condition 
of being drunk, but many an elder 
who thinks so will be in his cups 
before this night is out. 
Others will be canned, potted, 
boiled or juiced. 
The canned, the pgtted, the 
boiled and the juiced, coming 
upon the people in their cups, 
will congratulate themselves. 
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"Though we may be canned, ·potted, 
boiled or juiced," they will say, 
"we are certainly better off than 
thos~ poor devils who are in 
their cups and our children who 
- are in the bag." 
And, after all, nobody will be 
drunk. 
Many, in fact, will be mellow, 
and others will be bacchic, vinous 
or well-stimulated. 
vfuat is the secret of America's 
genius for not getting drunk? It 
is the national gift for euphemism. 
wbo could possibly get drunk on 
a light libation? Tonight, for 
example, millions of people will 
lift the cup that cheers. 
Others will imbibe a small pota-
tion and. others will carouse with 
John Barleycorn. 
Those of tpe bibulous bent will 
imbibe a ·dram of wassail . · Others 
will be content to tipple, and 
those of hygenic tendency will 
drink t o the healths of their 
friends . 
Some will merely splice the main-
brace. 
Our government leaders are par-
ticularly fond of sharing in a bit 
of liqueous conviviality in order 
to lubricate the machinery of gov-
e rnment, and will surely do so to-
night when so many of their con-
stituents will be nipping at the 
water of life. 
Bending the elbow to wet the 
whistle with a snort, a pick-
me-up or a nightcap is the 
American way of speech. Those 
who practice it can never be 
drunk. 
Once in a while you may see 
one with the blind staggers, 
of course, but this is not be-
cause of drunkenness, but only 
because the person has had a 
little too much good time. 
Now let us get into our cups 
and pull our euphemisms doWn 
over our drug habits. 
[Editor's note: the above 
essay, by Russell Baker, 
originally appeared in The 
New York Times, Dec. 31, 1970. 
We wish everybody a happy and 
safe New Year's!] 
)( X 
X 0 0 
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HARVEY MILK UNITED FUND 
The Harvey Milk United Fund was established by 
friends and colleagues of the late Harvey Milk to help 
continue the work he began. While Harvey served the en-
tire City of San Francisco, he felt a special responsibil-
ity to represent the traditionally diJenfranchised: racial 
and ethnic minorities, gay people, women, the elderl y and 
the disabled. As Gwenn Craig, United Fund Board Member 
and former cotlrdinator of San Francisco Against Proposition 
6 [State Sen. Briggs's anti-gay initiative], put it: 
"Harvey clearly saw the necessity of 
building alliances between the dif-
ferent minority communities--it was 
his top priority, and will be the 
Fund's· priority as well." 
A non-profit corporation, the Harvey Milk United Fund 
will channel money t ·o a wide range of projects such as 
Senior Nutrition Programs, the Gay Community Center, state 
and national legislation supporting gay/Lesbian rights, 
passage of the E.R.A., gay and Lesbian cultural projects, 
and the National March on Washington. The fund will also 
seek to establish minority political training programs, 
continuing Harvey Milk's efforts to encourage minority 
participation in the political process. 
Harvey Milk often spoke of the need for a national 
charitable foundation focusing on the needs of Lesbians 
and gay men. The Fund intends to set aside a portion of 
all money raised to help found such an organizat~on. 
Donations may be sent to: 
The Harvey Milk United Fund 
One United Nations Plaza 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
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WHO' 1J EXPECT .lT? 
BOOKSTORES THAT SELL MAINELY GAY 
The Alterhate Bookshop 
1585 Barriagton Street 
Suite 107 
Halifax , Nova Scotia 
Canada 
Lambda Rising 
2012 S Street, N.W. 
Washington , D.C. 20009 
Oscar W~lde Memorial Bookshop 
15 Christopher Street 
Ne~ York, N.Y. 10014 
Co-op Books & Records 
652 W. Tennes see Street 
Tallahassee , FL 32304 
Wayne 's Country 
ot Forest Avenue 
P·ort land, ME 04102 
Glad Day Books 
4 Collier Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada 
Olympus Books 
288 Asylum Street 
Hartford, CT 061 03 
Modern Times Bookstore 
3800 17th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
USM Bookstores 
Portland/Gorh am 
96 Falmouth Street 
Portland, ME 04103 
Giovanni's Room 
1426 Spruce St. 
Philadelphia, Pa 19102 
(pend·ing J 
( CoW.Jtu.ed next pa.gel 
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Roland's Tavern 
413A Cumberland Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
One Way Pub 
10 Union St. 
Portland, Maine 
Ove.!L6ea.6 
Melbourne University Gay 
Society 
PO Box 85 
Melbourne University Union 
Parkville, Victoria 3053 
Australia 
Centre d'information et 
d'entriade pour les mine-
rites sexuelles en France 
42 Rue Fontaine 
Paris, France 
New Zealand Gay News 
PO Box 835 
Auckland, NZ (Tel. 767-813) 
NEW ADDITION: 
Gl~d Day Bookshop 
22 Bromfield St. 
Boston, MASS 02108 
(617) 542-0144 
Cwwpzilt~ 
Pitta to~ 
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ALj, 'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL 
ITEMS FROM ALL OVER 
f ron the San Francisco 
Ci-.ronicTe. .. 
FAGGING TO END 
Rugby~ England 
Rugby, one of England's 
most exclusive s chools, is 
to end its traditional 
"fagging" system under 
which junior boys perform 
menial tasks for their 
seniors. 
Fagging, which for cen-
turies operated at Rugby, 
vill end there by 1980. 
(Reuters ) 
l 
Speaki ng of rear ends ... 
Fltom :th.e San FJtaJ1c...Wc.o ChJto vU.c..te: 
~ "The Bu.ggelty, a S1xth S:I:Jr.ee.t auto 
.tr.epcU..!t ga.tr.age .6pe.cJ..c..uz.i.n.g ..i..n Vo.tlu-
.wag en. Jr.epa.i.M, hM o n.ty gay mec.han..i.c.J.. . •. " 
MORE NEWS, AS IT HAPPENS ... 
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MORE FILLER 
BET COP GETS $39,000 FROM COCONUT CAPER 
WAILUKU, Hawaii (PJJ)--A jmy 
has awarded $39,000 to a 
policeffi:m who v.as hit on the 
head by a falling coconut. 
Sgt. James H. Walker, Jr. 
brought suit against Lahaina 
Properties , Inc. , alleging~ 
that the col'IIl_)al1y had been 
negligent in failing to pro--
perly maintain the lone 
coconut tree an the leased 
property. -
According to testim:my, 
Halker was on patrol duty 
and was rerroving coconut 
fronds [on the inCIBase, in-
cioontally, at "MG" offices] 
from a sidewalk when the co-
conut hit him. Walker's suit 
said this had caused him [get 
out your hankies! ] "severe and 
perm:ment physical injury and 
distress, loss of wages and 
inabitity to ~late effectivety 
vnth members of the opposite 
sex." 
The circuit court fornd 
Lahaina Properties, Inc. respon-
sible for 83% of the damages. 
It ruled that Walker was_ partly 
to blame for the severity of the 
injuries because he v7as not w=ar-
ing a safety he).met Next case, 
please ... 
HERE 'S A LEITER TO THE EDITOR 
THAT NEVER MADE IT DITO THE 
BANGOR OOLY NEWS, Bur SHOUL 
HAVE , WE .ffi.JMBLY OPINE ... 
Editor-- McCabe (wishy-washy 
"liberal" colunnist for the San 
Francisco Chronicle) has exposed 
himself as another liberal gone 
sour because his power to vatron-
ize "the little fellow" has been 
taken away. McCabe typifie~ the 
liberal who supports blacks' 
rights until they move into l.is 
neighborhood and the liberal V.Jho 
supports women's rights until :me 
becomes his boss. Many white 
liberals championed the causes ·~f 
blacks, women, gays and others 
ootil each of these groups, in 
turn, began to chip away the 
economic and political power base 
(of the white, heterosexual male) 
which was built and has been 
maintained throu;rh s1,.1bju;ration o 
these target groups • .. 
JOHN CARR 
Berkeley 
(The above letter is from, wouLd 
n 't 'ya knot¥ it, tht~ San 
co Her.-:.10.-ExamineJt.) . • O 
.__ __________________ _ 
gl d 
Clay 
ook 
shop 
4 COLLIER ST 
(SECOND FLOOR) 
TORONTOONT 
M4W 1L7 
(416) 961 4161 
22 BROMFIELD ST 
(SECOND FLOOR) 
BOSTON MASS 
02108 
(617) 542 0144 
DEC. 15 -- SYMPOSIUM MEETING 
On Saturday, Dec. 15, the 
Steering Committee for the 
7th annual Maine Gay Sympo-
sium will be held, tentavive-
ly at the University of 
Maine, Augusta, at lPM. 
All are welcome to attend. 
For information when the 
exact meeting place is known, 
please call the Gay People's 
Alliance at 780-4085 during 
the weekdays. 
At this printing, Maine 
Gay Symposium VII is set for 
the Bangor area, in March, 
1980 
** ** 
DEC.l8 -- TV NORTH WATCHING 
The documentary titled 
"ABC News Closeup--Homosex-
uals" is, at this date, set 
to be shown on Tuesday, Dec. 
18 at lOPM EST. Early re-
ports indicate that it is 
a fairly decent program. 
** ** 
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OLD ORCHARD BEACH V. D. 
CLINIC--Cost for the 
exam and the appropriate 
tests are arranged for 
all people on a sliding 
scale. No one is turned 
away because of inabil-
ity to pay. As of OCT 
'79, the Clinic was tem-
porarily located in the 
OOB Town Hall; it may be 
in the Wells area by now. 
For info, call! 1-800-
482-0971. Regular V.D. 
exams should he included 
in the life of sexually 
active gay people and, 
unfortunately, these 
are often forgotten or 
ignored. 
KATE McQUEEN WAS ELECTED 
to the Gay Rights National 
Lobby (Kate is well-known 
in the Maine gay community 
and was last year's co-
speaker at the Maine Gay 
Sympos ium.) ·For info on 
the lobby, write to GRNL, 
1606 17th St., N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20009. 
SUBSCRIBE TO: ~AINE 
cc 
LESBIAN FRMINIST NEWSLETTER!! 
$5/y~. to MLF, dox 125, 
Bel6~5t, Maine 04915. 
GAY AUI'HORS/RESEARCHERS seek-
ing materials for a forth-
coming book dealing with 
ethnicity and gayness. Being 
sought are essays and inter-
views pertaining to how gays 
relate to their part:icular 
ethnic/cultural bac.\-ground. 
Both worren 's ai'1d men' s 
eXJ:eriences are to be in-
cluded in the book . Authors 
hope to shav both similari-
ties and differences between 
ethnic cultures in their 
treatment of homosexuals. If 
you are :interested in sub-
mitting an essay, please 
write for guidelines: if you 
are willing to be interviewed 
for the book, send your narre, 
address and phore nUirber to: 
PO BOX 15784 
Philadelphia, PA 10103 
Total discretion assured, and 
anonymity guaranteed, if so 
desired. 
STILL WAITING!! Anyone who 
wants the Maine liaense pl-ate 
with SAPPHO on it aan have 
it! Just ask at the Bureau 
of Moto:r Vehial-es ... 
(CONT . ) 
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Access 
MID~OAST GAY MEN, a support 
group/network for gay and 
bisexual men, is offering 
rap groups, social outings, 
peer counseling an~ fellow-
ship. They are friendly 
and sincere and they're at 
MIJXOJlBT GAY MEN 
PO BOX 57 
BE[FAST , ME 04915 
St urgi3 Haskins writes: 
The D~~ East Gay Alliance 
(DF.GA) was formed in Sep-
te~ber a t College of the · 
Atlantic in Bar Harbor for 
Har~cock County Lesbians 
and gay men! Heetings are 
Mor, b ys and alternate be·-
tw·~.: • .n the mainland and 
Ht. Des~rt Island. There 
ar<: -~ ~mmber of interesting 
th ir~gB in the works. The 
ton~.:, hciveve r, is social 
and tmders tated (friendly, 
ATTENTION ALL '~ACCESS" 
USERS: 
The. editors of this rag 
make every efforrt to in-
clude all relevant notices 
& idEas & whatever that are 
sent to us for this page. 
Because of the curious 
circumstances under which 
z~e collectively operate~ it 
1-s possible. for a very im--
portant not·iae to become 
lost in the 51•card shufj7e 
around here and not make i:t 
in·to the mag. 
iie suggest th.at submis-
sions of particular note be 
s~nt in a Uz'l'ge envelope 
unth the message pari of 
the letter> circled in Za!'ge 
l-avendEr crauon. 
Unfortunate Z.y ~ we are 
serious! 
too) ,~~d absolutely-----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~ 
serious . About 50:50 
ra tio of women to men .•. 
"MG" does not have an 
address for DEGA yet, but 
we 1ll print it in the next 
issue-- 1 till then, drop 
them a note c/o us, and 
we'll see that it gets 
to them--edit~r. 
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DUALITY MERCHANDISE: MAGAZINES 1-LDCEEB BOD 
II 
Forest Ave., Portland, Me. 04102 
774-7107 
OPEN NOON TO 2AM DAILY 
(Maine.' .6 Fill.t Gay AduLt BoofUJ.toiLe.) 
LE4TBEB DDDDS_MINI· MOVIES BDDIS_NDVELTIES 
// I, L. 
--------------------·-
u.t. 1968 
413A 
CUMBERLAND AVE. 
PORTLAND 
IPM -IAM DAILY 772-9159 

